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RURAL POLICY CHANGES THREATEN CLEAR POLICY WITH COMPLEX POLITICS 
Executive director says: “Preserving the Rural Crescent preserves fiscal, environmental and property values.” 
 
Woodbridge, Virginia (July 11, 2016) – Nearly one hundred people – including current and former County 
Supervisors, a member of the House of Delegates, HOA presidents and organizational leaders – met in 
Manassas last Thursday to address Prince William’s expected initiation of a Comprehensive Plan 
Amendment(CPA) to revise policies that establish an Urban Growth Boundary, known as the Rural Crescent. 

“For nearly two decades, the Rural Crescent has protected our proud rural heritage through clear rules and 
boundaries. It is good fiscal and environmental policy, and preserves residents’ property values. Any changes 
must be forward-looking and enhance the county-wide benefits citizens enjoy,” PWCA executive director Kim 
Hosen said. “Thanks to former Occoquan Supervisor Mike May for addressing rural preservation benefits, not 
least in keeping development from outrunning available infrastructure and creating an unaffordable fiscal 
burden. And to Brentsville Supervisor Jeanine Lawson, who shared strategies for strengthening rural 
preservation dynamically through open market mechanisms, not closed-door deals.” 

“Residents should thank these Supervisors and let their own supervisors, along with Chairman Stewart, hear 
the community’s continued support for the Rural Crescent,” PWCA Board Member Elena Schlossberg added. 
“Supervisors voted unanimously to preserve the Rural Crescent last August in a strong stand against Dominion 
Power. Their stewardship must remain steadfast – and they should defer all discussion to the fall when so 
more citizens can participate.” 

Despite the positive tone of the meeting, Hosen noted county residents face real risk. “Initiation of a 
Comprehensive Plan Amendment to reconsider Rural Crescent policies would create a comprehensive threat, 
opening the door for increased densities. As PWCA chairman Charlie Grymes presented, threats to our rural 
area are numerous, often driven by outside interests seeking short-term gain with no long-term stake to the 
detriment of citizens countywide, the vast majority of whom support preserving the Rural Crescent, according 
to the County’s own 2014 Rural Preservation Study.” 

“Public input is critical to effective planning policies.  Changes to Rural Crescent policies would affect residents 
throughout the county. The planned discussion at the August BOCS meeting should be rescheduled to the fall, 
after summer vacations, and when residents can have both visibility and voice,” Hosen said. 

The County has numerous options to strengthen the Rural Crescent. “Supervisor Lawson shared with the 
community several strategies, including goals for contiguous green space, expanding agribusiness activities and 
purchasing development rights, which the County’s 2014 Study identifies as a priority tool for protecting rural 
areas,” Hosen concluded. “Supervisor Candland’s community meeting 7pm on July 20, Supervisor Lawson’s 
meeting in August and additional PWCA activities are be great venues to keep the conversation going.” 
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